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Established Firms and Startup Formation

We study role of established firms as skilled labor and capital providers to
startups

▶ ”Creating” role of established firms as opposed to ”killing” role

▶ Intel invested in 1,519 startups through their corporate venture
capital (CVC) arm!
Source: Crunchbase

▶ ”Between 2010 and 2020, the number of corporate investors
increased more than six times to over 4,000. Together, they
invested a record $169.3 billion in 2021, up 142 percent
compared to 2020.”
Source: knowledge.insead.edu
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Established Firms and Startup Formation, cont´d

▶ Established firms help startups go public (IPO) and become publicly
traded companies - startups becoming publicly traded companies
continue to create new startups

▶ Established firms as providers of skilled startup labor

▶ 1,247 startup founders originated from Intel!

Source: Crunchbase.com
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Example

Zūm is an emerging unicorn (valuation $500m -$1bn), female-founded
and female-led startup

”We Move Kids Forward. Finally, student transportation that’s safe,
reliable, and sustainable.”

”Zūm transforms the ride to school. A revolutionary platform for student
transportation combined with EV buses and vehicles to provide the
modern conveniences parents, students, drivers and schools expect.”

Source: www.bmwiventures.com
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Who are the major investors and supporters of Zūm?

▶ Venture capital (VC) firms

▶ Established firms like BMW - BMW i Ventures
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BMW i Ventures

▶ BMW has invested in 105 startups so far: ”We invest in
purpose-driven entrepreneur....across hardware, software and
sustainability”

▶ 18 startups had a successful exit through Mergers and Acquisitions
(M&A) or IPOs

One of the successful (M&A) exits is VERA - a leading cloud-based
data protection solution provider. Acquired by HelpSystems

”VERA protects your sensitive files, everywhere they travel.”
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BMW i Ventures, cont´d

▶ 11 startups went public in an IPO - they became independent,
publicly traded companies

▶ One of the IPO exits is XOMETRY- a leading AI-enabled
marketplace for on-demand manufacturing. It raised $302 million at
its IPO. Stock price skyrocketed nearly 100% on first trading day,
giving the company around $3bn market value

▶ Xometry acquired Shift - Munich based startup
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Another example

”Rivian is an automotive technology company that develops products and
services to advance the shift to sustainable mobility.”

Rivian went public and raised $12bn in 2021 in the second largest US
IPO after Facebook´s IPO!

Who are the financiers and supporters of Rivian?

▶ Ford - major competitor to Rivian!

▶ Amazon - major customer of Rivian

▶ NY Times reports on Sep 9, 2022: ”Mercedes and Rivian Plan to
Make Vans Together in Europe. The agreement is a rare example of
cooperation between a traditional carmaker and an upstart.”
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What makes established firms efficient capital providers for
startups?

▶ They have access to public capital markets - raise capital from
diversified investors, giving them cost of capital advantage

▶ They play a certification role - because they have deep
understanding of an industry, their certification is more credible
than certification from VCs

▶ They are not only a financier, but also customers or suppliers to
startups they invest in

▶ They have capital markets expertise - they know the challenges of
operating as a publicly traded company under strict regulation
(Sarbanes Oxley and such). They help startups navigate the IPO
journey smoothly
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Established firms as providers of startup labor

▶ In our research we find that 81% of first-time entrepreneurs
originate from established firms

▶ 2,057 founders originated from Apple. They started 923 startups,
4% are public companies now!

▶ 235 founders originated from Walmart. They started 109 startups

▶ Established firms acquire former employee - founded startups
through what we call as ”organic acquisitions”

Source: Crunchbase.com
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Established firms contributing to gender diversity: from
corporate boards to female-founded startups

▶ Developed economies passed board gender quota laws to increase
female presence on corporate boards. Prior research does not find
meaningful impact of these laws on firm performance

▶ In our research we find established firms with female directors on
their board provide capital for female-founded startups

▶ They acquire female-founded startups. They provide CVC
capital to female-founded startups

▶ There is an increase in female inventors subsequent to
appointing female directors on board

▶ This would increase female presence in business in the long term. It
may increase female presence in the venture capital industry as well
because entrepreneurs often turn into venture capitalists later
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Policy relevance and implications of our research
▶ Lower barriers and frictions to go public -today´s startups are

tomorrow´s ”creators” of startups

▶ JOBS Act in the US created tons of JOBS in the US!

▶ It increased the number of biotech companies going public by
more than 200%! Subsequent to the JOBS Act, biotechs go
public with drugs earlier in the FDA approval process and more
frequently target rare diseases

▶ Labor mobility - M&As are major exit mechanism for more than
90% of startups. Regulating them could restrict recycling and
mobility of startup labor and might have devastating effects on
startup formation

▶ M&As are also the mechanism for firms like Walmart to become
entrepreneurial and to expose their employees to entrepreneurship.
Limiting them would limit the number of first time entrepreneurs
originating from established firms
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